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\ This report contains estimates of the number
and characteristics of persons reporting and
not reporting self-employment earnings under
Social Security. The estimates and character- .
istics are based primarily on data contained in
the Social Security Administration's Exact
Match File. This file combines data--for indi-
viduals and their families--from the Current
Population Survey, Social Security earnings
and benefit records, and certain limited tax
data from Federal income tax returns. 1
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548 :

HUMAN RESOURCES j

DIVISION

B-203949

The Honorable Charles Rangel

Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In October 1979, the Subcommittee's Chairman requested that

we determine the extent to which individuals may not be paying

their Social Security taxes. The Subcommittee was primarily

interested in the size of the Social Security underground economy

and the characteristics of individuals who didn't pay their Social

Security taxes.

To address these issues, we used the Social Security Adminis-

tration's (SSA's) "Exact Match File," which was developed to learn

more aPout income distribution and redistribution in the United

States. The "public use" version, which we used, does not contain

any individual identifying information--such as name, address, or

social security number--thereby protecting the confidentiality of

the persons surveyed. This file combines--for individuals and

their families--data from the 1973 Current Population Survey, 1972

SSA earnings and benefit records, and certain limited tax data

from 1972 Federal income tax returns. The file does not indicate

whether a worker's employment was covered by Social Security. It

does, however, show detailed information for those who had self-

employment earnings to enable a determination to be made about

whether such employment is covered by Social Security. Conse-

quently, we agreed with the Subcommittee staff to limit our work

to reviewing the self-employed.

Using the Exact Match File alone to estimate the extent self-

employed individuals are not paying Social Security taxes would

understate the number and amount because the file data cannot be

used to reliably estimate the extent of underreporting of self-

employment earnings. The Internal Revenue Service's (IRS') actual

tax compliance experience is a much more reliable source. Thus,

using a combination of iRS tax compliance experience--including
estimates of underreporting and overreporting--and 1972 Exact
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Match File data (adjusted for dollar values in later years) , we
estimate that in 1973 at least 5.1 million individuals did not
report or misreported earnings which had an estimated tax effect
of $829 million. By 1976--the latest year for which data were
available--these figures had grown to at least 6.1 million in-
dividuals and $1.124 billion. In both years, nonreporting of
self-employment earnings accounted for about 55 percent of the
dollar tax effect; underreporting, about 40 percent; and over-
reporting, about 5 percent. Of these amounts, earnings not
reported or underreported represented Social Security taxes of
about $783 million in 1973 and about $1.06 billion in 1976.

IRS data do not contain as much information about the charac-
teristics of nonreporters as can be obtained using the Exact Match
File since the latter contains considerable data not routinely
associated with the tax return process. Thus, we used the Exact
Match File to show the characteristics of persons reporting and
not reporting, and estimates of taxes owed--expressed in 1972 dol-
lars, the tax year for the file data.

Based on the Exact Match File, we estimate that in 1972 about
8 million self-employed persons reported self-employment earnings
to either SSA or IRS and paid about $2. 5 billion in Social Security
self-employment taxes. In contrast, we estimate that about 1.5 mil-
lion self-employed individuals did not report any of their self-
employment earnings to either agency; had they done so and paid the
7.5-percent self-employment tax, the Social Security trust funds
would have received an additional estimated $390 million for that
year. We did not estimate how many of the self-employed under-
reported or overreported their self-employed earnings to SSA and
IRS, nor did we attempt to calculate increased or decreased Social
Security tax revenue from such underreporting or overreporting.
(IRS data show that in 1973 and 1976 about 2.5 million and
3.1 million individual tax returns underreported self-employment
earnings by $317 million and $449 million, respectively. About
500,000 and 600,000 individual tax returns overreported self-
employment earnings by $46 million and $64 million, respectively,
for those years.)

Using the Exact Match File, we also determined whether in-
dividuals not reporting any of their self-employment earnings and
not paying their Social Security taxes filed a Federal income tax
return. Some self-employed who did not report their self-
employment earnings could have filed a Federal income tax return
showing earnings or income from other sources, such as wages and
salary, interest, or dividends. Of the estimated 1.5 million self-
employed who did not report their self-employment earnings, about
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half filed a Federal income tax return. The estimated $390 million
Social Security tax liability for those who did not report their
self-employment earnings was about evenly split between those who
filed an income tax return and those who didn't.

The Exact Match File estimates of the self-employed in 1972
who didn't pay the Social Security self-employment tax depend
greatly on how accurately household members, not necessarily the
self-employed themselves, reported earnings and had such earnings
properly recorded during the Current Population Survey. In this
regard, we note the following:

-IRS, businessmen, accountants, and lawyers often have dif-
ficulty determining or agreeing, for income tax withholding
and Social Security purposes, whether a person is an em-
ployee or self-employed. There was no way to determine
whether what was recorded in the Current Population Survey j

as self-employment earnings was consistent with what IRS
considers to be self-employment earnings.

--In this report, persons who were classified in the Current
Population Survey as reporting self-employment earnings but
for whom neither IRS nor SSA had evidence of self-employment
earnings were categorized as "not reporting." We did not
categorize persons who did report earnings to either agency
but did not report earnings in the Current Population Survey.
About 26.6 percent of those self-employed persons considered
to have reported to either agency did not report any self-
employment earnings during the Current Population Survey.

Thus, the estimates have considerable limitations, and care
should be exercised in drawing conclusions from them. The limita-
tions are discussed further in appendix I.

Appendix I briefly describes how we used the Exact Match File
to estimate the size and characteristics of the Social Security
self-employed underground economy for individuals not reporting
any self-employment earnings. To measure the extent individuals
did not report self-employment earnings, we used income data from
the Current Population Survey, after determining th~at no self-
employment earnings had been reported to SSA or IRS. Appendix 11
consists of 20 charts that we prepared to show the extent to which
persons reported or did not report their self-employment earnings
in 1972 to either agency. Each chart in appendix II also shows
the estimated Social Security tax liability for the self-employed
who did not report their self-employment earnings. Appendix III
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contains another 20 charts which we prepared separating the self-
employed who did not report their self-employment earnings into
two groups--those who filed a Federal income tax return and those
who didn't. Appendix IV describes the reports in the series
"Studies From Interagency Data Linkages." Appendix V lists some
papers, articles, and reports by others emanating from their use
of the Exact Match Study. Appendix VI shows estimates of self-
employed not reporting or misreporting self-employment earnings
in 1973 and 1976 and the estimated tax effect using IRS tax com-
pliance data and the 1972 Exact Match File data adjusted for
dollar values for the later years.

We believe that the following charts in appendixes II and
III are especially interesting since they give some insight'into
the characteristics of the self-employed:

.Chart 2 (industry of self-employment). About one of every
four of the self-employed not reporting worked in agricul-
tural production, accounting for almost 25 percent of the
total self-employed tax liability.

--Chart 5 (age) . About one of every four self-employed not
reporting was over 65.

--Chart 9 (weeks worked) . About 6 of every 10 self-employed
not reporting worked the entire year.

--Chart 15 (total quarters of coverage) . About 5 of every
10 self-employed not reporting either had no quarters of
coverage or 40 or more quarters of coverage (Chart 17
combines Chart 5 and Chart 15).

--Chart 18 (Social Security insurance or eligibility status).
Almost three of every four self-employed not reporting were
fully insured. About one in five not reporting was not
insured.

We discussed the results of this study with IRS and SSA and
the use of Current Population Survey results with the Census
Bureau. Each agency emphasized that this study represented the
results of using one technique for examining self-employed earn-
ings reporting and nonreporting and that different techniques
could produce different results. Nevertheless, the data from
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this study and from IRS indicate that a considerable noncompliance
problem exists in the Social Security self-employment tax area.
We would be happy to further discuss the results of our study with
you and your staff.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this re-
port until 7 days from its issue date. At that time, we will send
copies to interested parties and make copies available to others
on request.

Sincerely yours,

Director

5



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

METHOD USED TO ESTIMATE

THE SIZE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF

PERSONS NOT PAYING SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

ON EARNINGS FROM SELF-EMPLOYMENT

We used the Social Security Administration's (SSA's) Exact
Match File, l/ a product of the 1973 Exact Match Study, to help
develop our estimate of the size and characteristics of persons
not paying Social Security taxes on earnings from self-employment.
This file contains employment, income, and tax filing data for a
sample of the U.S. resident civilian noninstitutionalized adult
population and Armed Forces members if they are living off-post
or on-post with families. All identifying information has been
deleted from the file to preserve the confidentiality of the
sampled individuals.

Using the Exact Match File alone to estimate the extent self-
employed individuals are not paying Social Security taxes would
understate the number and amount because the file data cannot be
used to reliably estimate the extent of underreporting of self-
employment earnings. The Internal Revenue Service's (IRS') ac-
tual tax compliance experience is a much more reliable source.
Thus, using a combination of IRS tax compliance experience--
including estimates of underreporting and overreporting--and 1972
Exact Match File data (adjusted for dollar values in later years),
we estimate that in 1973 at least 5.1 million individuals did not
report or misreported earnings which had an estimated tax effect
of $829 million. By 1976--the latest year for which data were
available--these figures had grown to at least 6.1 million in-
dividuals and $1.124 billion. In both years, nonreporting of
self-employment earnings accounted for about 55 percent of the
dollar tax effect; underreporting, about 40 percent; and over-
reporting, about 5 percent. Of these amounts, earnings not re-
ported or underreported represented Social Security taxes of about
$783 million in 1973 and about $1.06 billion in 1976. (See app.
Vi.)

IRS data, however, do not contain as much information about
the characteristics of nonreporters as can be obtained using the
Exact Match File since the latter contains considerable data not
routinely associated with the tax return process. Thus, we used

1/The Exact Match File is documented in "STUDIES FROM INTERAGENCY
DATA LINKAGES, Report Number 8," by Faye Aziz, Beth Kilss and
Frederick Scheuren, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, SSA, Office of Research and Statistics. Included are
detailed descriptions of the data elements used in the charts
in appendixes II and III.

I
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the Exact Match File to determine the characteristics of persons
reporting and not reporting, and estimates of taxes owed--expressed
in 1972 dollars, the tax year for the file data. These character-
istics and the related estimates of taxes owed are shown in appen-
dixes II and III.

While the 1973 Exact Match Study's goal was to expand the
knowledge of income distribution and redistribution, the resulting
data can be used to estimate the extent of nonfiling of Federal
income tax returns and nonreporting of self-employment earnings
subject to Social Security self-employment earnings tax. Pre-
viously, we estimated from the Exact Match File the extent of non-
filing of individual income tax returns and reported to the Con-
gress the results of our review in a report entitled "Who' s Not
Filing Income Tax Returns? IRS Needs Better Ways to Find Them and
Collect Their Taxes" (GGD-79-69, July 11, 1979) . Our current
study examined the extent of nonreporting of self-employment earn-
ings subject to the Social Security self-employment earnings tax.

WHO W&S A REPORTER AND WHO WASN 'T

The Exact Match File does not indicate whether a worker's em'-
ployment was covered by Social Security. The file does, however,
show detailed information for those who reported self-employment
earnings to enable a determination to be made about whether such
employment is covered by Social Security. Consequently, our work
was limited to the self-employed. In 1972, individuals were re-
quired to file a tax return and pay Social Security tax if they
were self-employed and their net earnings from self-employment
were at least $400.

We considered a self-employed individual to have reported
some self-employment earnings if either

--SSA recorded in its individual records self-employment
earnings or a combination of wage and self-employment
earnings ;

OR

--the Federal income tax return (individual or joint) con-
tained a Schedule C, Profit (or Loss) from Nonfarm Busi-
ness or Profession (Sole Proprietorship), and/or Schedule
SE, Computation of Social Security Self-Emiployment Tax,
and the self-employment earnings we computed from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) or IRS data were $400 or
more.

We computed the CPS self-employment earnings by adding the
farm and nonfarm self-employment amounts. We comnputed the IRS
self-employment earnings by subtracting from adjusted gross income

2
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the following income items: salary and wages, dividends, and in-
terest received. For the IRS self-employment computation, no other
option existed because of the limited IRS data available in the
file. This computation was used primarily to classify persons as
self-employed "reporters" if their CPS self-employment earnings
were not $400 ,- more (when there was also a Schedule C or SE
filed).

We considered a self-employed individual to have not reported
any self-employment earnings if

--SSA had no record of any self-employment earnings (in the
original Exact Match File, not a later file which updated
the original file);

AND

--IRS had no record of self-employment filing (individual or
joint return) of Schedule C and/or Schedule SE;

AND

--the computed CPS self-employment earnings were $400 or more.

Some self-employed persons may have reported to IRS but re-
ported incompletely (not filed all pertinent tax forms for self-
employment earnings). The definitions we used did not consider
possible filings with IRS of Schedule F, Farm Income and Expenses,
or Schedule E, Supplemental Income Schedule. Schedule F was not
considered since the Exact Match File data base does not show
whether Schedule F was filed.

Schedule E information is shown in the Exact Match File.
However, we decided against using it as a determinant of self-
employment reporting or not reporting since there is no way to
distinguish types of supplemental income in the IRS portion of the
data base. For example, self-employed partnership earnings may
have been included on Schedule E, and if that person did not also
file a Schedule SE or C, they could have been classified as not
reporting self-employment earnings.

ESTIMNTE OF TAX LIABILITY
FOR THOSE NOT REPORTING

The estimated Social Security self-employment tax owed for
sampled individuals not reporting self-employment earnings was
calculated by multiplying the CPS self-employment earnings, up to
$9,000 (the 1972 Social Security contribution ceiling), by the 1972
self-employment tax of 7.5 percent. However, if the sampled in-
dividual' s Social Security earnings record showed earnings from
work other than self-employment, we used the CPS self-employment
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earnings up to a ceiling of $9,000 less the earnings amount shown
in the Social Security record. We then multiplied the tax that
should have been paid by the number of individuals the sample case
represented, and then summed all cases.

ESTIMATE OF TAX PAID FOR THOSE REPORTING

We calculated the estimated amount of Social Security self-
employment tax paid by multiplying for each sample case the self-
employment earnings 1/ (up to a maximum of $9,000 or $9,000 less
wages) by the 7.5-percent self-employment tax. We then multiplied
the tax paid for each sample case by the number of individuals the
sample case represented, and then summed all cases. Some individ-
uals considered by our definition of self-employed "reporters" paid
no Social Security self-employment tax because they had already
paid the maximum Social Security tax on the wage contribution ceil-
ing of $9,000. Further, although we have estimated the self-
employment taxes paid by those self-employed considered to have
reported to either SSA or IRS, we had no way to verify that the
tax was paid.

CHARACTERISTICS AND ESTIMATES FOR THE
SELF-EMPLOYED REPORTING AND NOT REPORTING

Once an individual was classified, by definition, as reporting
or not reporting, we summarized the records for each group to show
various characteristics. Thus, appendix II contrasts those report-
ing with those not reporting for some of the data elements in the
Exact Match File data base, such as occupation, industry, marital

1/We relied primarily upon Social Security earnings records to make
our calculation. If these records showed only self-employment
earnings, the calculations were made by multiplying such earnings
by the self-employed tax rate. If the records indicated that
wage and self-employment earnings were combined, we subtracted
the wage portion by either (1) using an IRS wage and salary amount
for persons who filed a separate (not a joint) return or (2) using
the CPS wage and salary amount for an individual if a joint return
had been filed.

For persons for whom SSA had no evidence of self-employment earn-
ings, but who did report their self-employment earnings to IRS,
we used the computed IRS self-employment earnings amount if it
was $400 or more to calculate the self-employment tax paid; other-
wise we used the computed CPS self-employment amounts to calculate
self-employment taxes paid.

4
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status, etc. 1/ Appendix III shows the characteristics of those
not reporting for Social Security purposes from the added perspec-
tive of whether they filed Federal income tax returns.

ESTIMATES FROM SAMPLE CASES

Each sample case in the Exact Match File represented a dis-
tinct number of individuals in the total population. The specific
weights used for the study were "'Final' CPS-IRS-SSA Stats Unit
Administrative Weight." SSA determined the number of individuals
that each sample case represented primarily by adjusting the
weights of CPS. 2/ (CPS is essentially a self-weighting sample
of the U.S. civilian noninstitutional population living in the
50 States or the District of Columbia. Armed Forces members are

included only if they are living off-post or on-post with families.)
We did not assess the accuracy of this determination.

MATCH RULES

The Exact Match File contains information showing "match source
information and agreement codes." Generally, this information gives
users of the file some assurance about the reliability of the com-
bined record from the three data sources--IRS, SSA, and CPS. Our
work on the self-employed excluded all records coded in the file
as nonmatched records. (We also excluded all persons under age
14.)

Some records considered to be valid matches can have non-
matched or mismatched intermediate data for a particular source,
such as Social Security earnings records. When a "good" record
had a "bad" data source, we classified as unknown in our charts
any characteristic that had as its source bad data, such as quar-
ters of coverage for a bad earnings record.

LIMITATIONS

The estimates of the self-employed in 1972 who didn't pay the
Social Security self-employment tax depend greatly on how accurately
household members, not necessarily the self-employed themselves,

1/A complete list of the data elements available (as well as those
actually used in apps. II and III) and their definitions is con-
tained in "STUDIES FROM INTERAGENCY DATA LINKAGES, Report Number
8." (See app. IV, p. 58 for a more complete reference.)

2/Details of SSA's estimation methodology are contained in "STUDIES
FROM INTERAGENCY DATA LINKAGES, Report Number 10: Methods of
Estimation for the 1973 Exact Match Study" by H. Lock Oh and
Frederick Scheuren, with Clarise Lancaster and Robert Yuskavage.
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reported earnings and had such earnings properly recorded during
CPS. It is important to note that:

--IRS, businessmen, accountants, and lawyers often have
difficulty determining or agreeing, for income tax with-
holding and Social Security purposes, whether a person
is an employee or self-employed. 1/ There was no way to
determine whether what was recorded in CPS as self-
employment earnings was consistent wit-h what IRS considers
to be self-employment earnings.

--In this report, persons who were classified in CPS as report-
ing self-employment earnings but for whom neither IRS nor
SSA had evidence of self-employment earnings were categorized
as "not reporting." We did not categorize persons who did
report earnings to either agency but did not report in CPS.
About 26.6 percent of those self-employed persons considered
to have reported to either agency did not report any self-
employment earnings during CPS.

Our estimates of the numbers and characteristics of the self-
employed not reporting their earnings essentially reflect the re-
sults of summarizing data in the Exact Match File. Such results
should be viewed as one technique for estimating who may or may
not be reporting their self-employment earnings which are subject
to the Social Security self-employment tax. There are considerable
limitations and uncertainties surrounding our estimates which can
not now be resolved. Following are specific limitations that we
wish to highlight.

IRS officials pointed out that their work on the Exact Match
File, done in cooperation with the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(Department of Commerce), 2/ generally suggests that self-employ-
ment (nonfarm) earnings up to $13,250 as reported in CPS are over-
stated in comparison to computed 3/ self-employment amounts for t

1/See our report "Tax Treatment of Employees and Self-Employed
Persons by the Internal Revenue Service: Problems and Solu-
tions" (GGD-77-88, Nov. 21, 1977).

2/The objective of the Bureau of Economic Analysis is to provide
a clear picture of the state of the economy by preparing, de-
veloping, and interpreting the economic accounts of the United
States.

3/Schedule C net income was not available in the Exact Match File
but was arrived at by using returns with a Schedule C indicator
and subtracting wages, dividends, and interest from adjusted
gross income only when Schedules D, E, and F were not present.
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those individuals who filed Schedule C. Their work also suggests
that the self-employed understate self-employment earnings above
$13,250. Based on their work, the following table shows the possi-
ble percentage overstatement of reported self-employment earnings
in CPS when compared against Schedule C comnputed self-employment
earnings.

Reported Possible
self-employment over-

earnings statement

(percent)

$ 1-S$ 749 377
750 - 4, 249 181

4,250 - 8,249 126
8,250 - 13,249 107

As pointed out in "STUDIES FROM INTERAGENCY DATA LINKAGES,
Report Number 8".

"For the most part, the information in the Exact
Match File has simply been taken from an IRS, Current
Population Survey, or Social Security Administration
source with only range checks being made. Inconsis-
tencies may exist both within the set of items for
a linked source as well as among the sources brought
together. As a rule, however, the approach taken in
the study was not to correct errors in the source
material unless they were introduced by the Match
data processing itself."

Census Bureau officials commented that from their experience
with CPS they believe some persons, particularly those reporting
farm income, may have misclassified their source of earnings. They
suggested that some persons classified in the file as having self-
employment earnings might have meant (when responding to the
Bureau's questions) that they owned a farm or agricultural land.
The Bureau officials said some farmers retire and move into towns
or cities and do little or no farming. These people may have really
meant that the earnings derived from their farms were rental income,
which is not subject to Social Security taxation. Further, the
Bureau officials suggested that these retired farmers may have
correctly filed with IRS a Schedule E (which includes rental in-
come) . The Bureau suggested that we check to see how many of these
people filed a Schedule E.

We checked all persons we defined as not reporting their self-
employment earnings and who had a farm self-employment amount of
$400 or more reported in CPS to see if a Schedule E was filed. Of
a total of 295,000 such individuals (about 94 percent of whom had
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an occupation of farmer) , representing $77.1 million in taxes owed,
152,000 filed a Schedule E, representing $39.5 million of the total
estimated self-employment taxes owed. The Exact Match File does
not provide a definite way to determine whether these persons did
or did not have self-employment earnings. These persons could have
misreported during CPS, or they could have had supplemental income,
such as rental income, in addition to their self-employment earn-
ings.

The Exact Match File has several other data shortcomings that
prevented us from accounting for some nonreporting and caused us
to make adjustments when calculating our estimates. To determine
an individual' s Social Security tax liability, we had to rely on
the income data included in the Exact Match File. We were, there-
fore, unable to account for individuals who had self-employment
income of $400 or more but who did not report that income during
CPS (except when, as noted below, the Census Bureau estimated the
self-employment earnings) . Because of this, we believe our esti-
mate of those not reporting self-employment earnings is conserva-
tive.

Self-employment earnings data used in our analyses were as
recorded in CPS. For individuals who did not provide income in-
formation during CPS, the Exact Match File includes the Census
Bureau's estimated (allocated) amounts. We used these estimates
for self-employment earnings, mainly for the self-employed not re-
porting, and they are reflected in the charts in appendixes II and
III. There were 220,000 (about 14.3 percent) of the self-employed
not reporting who were assigned self-employment earnings. This
group accounted for $72.5 million (about 18.6 percent) of the Social
Security taxes owed. In contrast, 678,000 (about 8.5 percent) of
the self-employed reporting had estimated self-employment earnings
assigned.

SSA officials believe that a principal advantage of this study
was its emphasis on the characteristics shown for those self-
employed classified as having not reported self-employment earn-
ings. In this regard, they suggested that separate characteristics
on those not reporting who were assigned self-employment earnings
be provided for separate analysis. (IRS and Bureau of Economic
Analysis work on those assigned self-employment earnings suggests
that amounts assigned less than $8,250 are significantly overstated
when compared to a computed tax return determined for those that
did report a self-employment amount.) We plan to make these
details available to IRS and SSA upon request.

Another drawback with the Exact Match File is that the IRS
income items are not detailed to show the amount of self-employment
earnings and, in the case of joint returns, do not identify which
spouse (or whether both spouses) had self-employment earnings. We
attempted to compensate for these omissions by not including any

8
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individual in the "nonreporter" category if the individual or joint
tax return showed evidence of a Schedule C or Schedule SE having
been filed. Also, we computed an IRS self-employment earnings
amount as previously described. While we did not use this compu-
tation for those not reporting self-employment earnings, we did
use it to a minor extent in estimating Social Security taxes paid
by those reporting (as described in app. I, pp. 2 and 4). The
effect of these determinations was to understate the self-employed
not reporting and to overstate the number of self-employed report-
ing and the amount of Social Security self-employment tax paid.

The Exact Match File has an inherent weakness for married per-
sons in that the spouse of the primary taxpayer on a joint return
is not identified. Because of our tax filing customs, these second-
ary filers--or spouses of the primary taxpayers--are generally
women. Our nonreporting estimates, therefore, would count a spouse
living apart from a primary taxpayer (filer) as a nonfiler. This
could logically occur for married but separated individuals or mar-
ried individuals livingc apart for some other reason. The effect
of this problem is that some self-employed nonreporters we clas-
sified as not filing a tax return may have done so. Nevertheless,
because in each such case we also examined the individual' s Social
Security earnings record, there is no effect on the number or dol-
lar amounts of nonreporting in our estimates.

There is another shortcoming with trying to estimate the Social
Security tax paid by the self-employed when self-employed earnings
were combined with salary or wage earnings (as shown in SSA earnings
data) . We attempted to compensate for this by isolating self-
employment earnings from total SSA earnings using either an IRS
salary and wage amount or CPS salary and wage amount. The problem
with using an IRS or CPS salary and wage amount is that the file
does not indicate the extent to which these amounts were earned
in employment covered by Social Security. The effect is that the
Social Security self-employment tax paid is understated.

The 1973 Exact Match Study can be considered to have another
limitation--namely, the SSA earnings data in the Exact Match File
may be understated for the individuals studied because of earnings
postings after that study. To compensate for this possibility, we
substituted a later 1972 earnings amount for the original Exact
Match File earnings amount. This was possible since SSA had pre-
pared a longitudinal earnings history from 1937 to 1976 for the
sample cases in the original Exact Match File. 1/

1/Documentation for the longitudinal earnings records is contained
in the publication "STUDIES FROM INTERAGENCY DATA LINKAGES, Report
No. 9." See app. IV, page 58 for a more complete reference ind
description.
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The substitution of later earnings figures has some advantages
and disadvantages. The principal advantage is that a later earn-
ings amount is available and was used; the principal disadvantage
is that the type of earnings (wage, self-employment, or a combina-
tion of both) for the later earnings is not available. Therefore,
we assumed, except for one condition, that the later earnings type
was the same as that shown for the original earnings type. When
no earnings were present (and type of earnings was shown as "none")
in the original data base and a later earnings amount was present,
we assumed that the later earnings were wages.

The principal effect of our assumption is to provide a com-
promise. We may be overstating the instances of self-employed not
reporting, but we reduced the potential dollar liability shown for
those "not reporting" since we reduced the contribution ceiling
by the amount of ''wages' (assumed) shown as later earnings.

The charts in appendixes II and III may contain minor varia-
tions in computations due to rounding. Appendix II shows calcula-
tions in relationship to the totals (sum of all cells) for the en-
tire groups of self-employed reporting or not reporting. Appen-
dix III shows calculations in relation to the total for each in-
dividual cell showing a characteristic.

10
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REPORTS IN THE SERIES

STUDIES FROM INTERAGENCY DATA LINKAGES

Some Observations on Linkage of Survey and Administrative Record

Data, by Joseph Steinberg, August 1973.

This paper provides an introduction to, and an overview of, the
linkage projects undertaken at SSA involving data from two
administrative sources--IRS and SSA--and one survey source--CPS.
Topics discussed briefly include confidentiality, project design,
coverage differences among sources, matching difficulties, and
actual versus "statistical" links of data.

Report No. 1: Subsampling the Current Population Survey: 1963
Pilot Link Study, by Frederick Scheuren, Benjamin Bridges, and
Beth Kilss, August 1973.

This briefly describes procedures used in the 1963 Pilot Link
Study for matching the March 1964 CPS to SSA and IRS sources.
Many common items from the CPS and the Link subsample are com-
pared, and several tables originally issued by the Bureau of the
Census for income year 1963 are reproduced and duplicated from
the Link.

Report No. 2: Coverages Differences, Noninterview Nonresponse, and
the 1960 Census Undercount: 1963 Pilot Link Study, by Frederick
Scheuren, Beth Kilss, and H. Lock Oh, December 1973.

This includes a discussion of limitations resulting from differ-
ences in coverage among the three Link sources: CPS, SSA, and
IRS. Comparisons are made between interviewed and noninterviewed
households on such variables as sex, age, education, marital
status, control card income, and social security beneficiary
status. CPS undercoverage and the undercount of individuals in
the 1960 Census are both of particular concern here, and tables
are provided to show the income distribution before and after
adjusting for underenumeration.

Report No. 3: Administrative and Survey Information: Procedures
and Results in the 1963 Pilot Link Study, by Frederick Scheuren,
H. Lock Oh, and Wendy Alvey, 1979.

Methods employed in the 1963 Pilot Link Study to search for
missing and misreported social security numbers are described.
The search results are evaluated by comparisons to SSA and IRS
administrative data. There is also a brief examination of
reporting differences between survey and administrative sources
for such variables as age, race, sex, wages, and self-employment
earnings.
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Report No. 4: Exact Match Research Using the March 1973 Current
Population Survey--Initial Stages, by Frederick Scheuren, Roger
Herriot, Linda Vogel, Denton Vaughan, Beth Kilss, Barbara
Tyler, Cynthia Cobleigh, and Wendy Alvey, July 1975.

Methods employed during the initial stages of the 1973 Exact
Match Study are presented in some detail and plans for later
phases are discussed briefly. The papers focus on the nature
of reporting social security numbers by respondents in the March
1973 CPS. Missing and misreported social security numbers are
dealt with at length. The procedures used for validating numbers
also are described and their implications considered. This col-
lection of papers was originally presented in preliminary form
at the 1974 American Statistical Association Meetings, Social
Statistics Section.

Report No. 5: 1973 Current Population Survey--Summary Earnings
Record Exact Match Codebook, Part I--Basic Information, by
Frederick Scheuren, Denton Vaughan, and Wendy Alvey, June 1975.

Documentation is presented for the first general-use version of
the computer files from the 1973 Exact Match Study being carried
out jointly by the Census Bureau and SSA. Details are provided
on the logical and physical structure of the data tapes. In-
cluded are brief descriptions and code counts for each item.
Report No. 6 is a companion volume to this report.

Report No. 6: 1973 Current Population Survey--Summary Earnings
Record Exact Match File Codebook, Part II--Supplemental Infor-
mation, by Frederick Scheuren, Beth Kilss, and Cynthia Cobleigh,
June 1975.

This report is a companion volume to Report No. 5 and, as such,
provides additional documentation for the first general-use
version of the computer files from the 1973 Exact Match Study.
There is an overview of the procedures used to bring together
Census and SSA data, and details on how each item on the file
was derived.

Report No. 7: 1964 Current Population Survey--Administrative
Record Pilot Link File Codebook, by Beth Kilss, H. Lock Oh,
and Frederick Scheuren, March 1977.

Documentation is presented for a general-use version of the com-
puter files from the 1963 Pilot Link Study, which was carried
out jointly by the Census Bureau, IRS, and SSA. Provided here
are details on the logical and physical structure of the data
tapes. Included in the basic information are brief descriptions
and code counts for each item. The file has been documented and
organized so that it can be used to provide a historical dimension
to analyses done with the 1973 Exact Match Study.
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Report No. 8: 1973 Current Population Survey--Administrative
Record Exact Match File Codebook, Part I--Code Counts and
Item Definitions, by Faye Aziz, Beth Kilss, and Frederick
Scheuren, March 1978.

Documentation is presented on the complete general-us, data set
from the 1973 Exact Match Study. Details are provided on the
logical and physical structure of the computer tapes. Included
are brief descriptions and code counts for each item taken from
the basic sources: the March 1973 CPS, IRS individual income
tax returns for 1972, SSA earnings records for 1937-72 and bene-
fit records for 1971-73.

Report No. 9: 1973 Current Population Survey--Administrative
Record Exact Match File Codebook, Part II--Companion Data Sets
and Other Supplementary Information, by Linda DelBene and Faye
Aziz with Emmett Spiers, Henry Ezell, Harry Stamer, Richard
Wehrly, Peter Cook, and Henry Copeland, February 1979.

Documentation is provided on three data sets that may be of
value to researchers using any of the basic files from the
1973 Exact Match Study. The companion files are:

1. An extract of selected income and food stamp questions
from the June 1973 CPS.

2. A longitudinal extract from Social Security earnings
records for the period 1937-76.

3. A version of the 1972 Individual Income Tax Model sample
with selected SSA demographic information added.

The first two of these files can be linked directly to the
complete Exact Match Study data set documented in Report No. 8.
The third file can be used in parallel with the Exact Match
information and matched "statistically" if desired.

Report No. 10: Methods of Estimation for the 1973 Exact Match
Study by H. Lock Oh and Frederick Scheuren, with Clarise
Lancaster and Robert Yuskavage, June 1979.

A full discussion is provided of the methods researchers
should use in making estimates with the data sets created as
part of the 1973 Exact Match Study. Adjustments required to
"correct" for coverage and matching errors are treated in
detail.
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Report No. 11: Some Preliminary Results From the 1973 CPS-IRS-SSA
Exact match Study compiled, edited, and introduced by Beth Kilss
and Frederick Scheuren, September 1979.

This includes a collection of papers presented at various profes-
sional meetings over the last several years. Provided here are
preliminary research results from comparisons made among the
matched CPS, IRS, and SSA sources. Other early results from some
Exact Match research include an evaluation of SSA estimation pro-
cedures and an examination of the size of wage differentials
between men and women. Additional papers are presented from
related research covering such topics as statistical versus exact
matching, and methods of interpolation.
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PAPERS, ARTICLES, AND REPORTS

FROM THE EXACT MATCH STUDY 1/

Alvey, Wendy, and Cobleigh, Cynthia. 1975. "Exploration of
Differences Between Linked Social Security and Current Population

Survey Earnings Data for 1972." American Statistical Association

Proceedings, Social Statistics Section, pp. 121-28.

Burkhauser, Richard. 1978. "An Economic Model of Early Social

Security Acceptance." Presented at the Workshop on Policy Analysis
with Social Security Research Files, Williamsburg, Virginia, March
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